
We met at the Armory on May 7 at 7:32 pm.  In attendence were  Lucas, Pavlos, Frank, Jeff, Mike, Joe, 

Johnny M., Craig, Brandee, Andrew and President Todd. 

The minutes of the last meeting were approved. 

Todd said the annual meeting will be held on June 4 at 7:30 pm.  The last few meetings have been 

straightforward but we will allow members to drive the discussion that night, and fill open positions on 

the board.  

Todd said only one of us from the league were allowed to attend the Rec. Dept. meeting last night, and 

we got a report back from the consultants that city fields are overused.  They also laid out three 

different options for pursuing a 10 year plan for space, which obviously will not affect any players in our 

league for years and years.  Two of the options involve DCR space, though the city is not in any 

meaningful discussions with DCR about use of that space.  We should be calling our aldermen and asking 

if any of the improvements that we need are being addressed in any way.    We should be getting our 

agenda out while the city budget is being written.  

Jeff said this is an opportunity for us a board to coalesce around a message.  

There was some discussion about how to communicate our message to the city. 

Frank gave his monthly treasurer’s report.  He had a few housekeeping/bookkeeping items and went 

through them with members.  The address for statements will be changed to Frank’s address.  Frank said 

we have about $85,000 in the bank.  In terms of taxes, we are not going to have a problem getting an 

extension for filing for 2014.  Our tax accountant will charge us $1,300.  

Moved that Frank be empowered by the board to take all steps to have our 2013 tax year returns 

prepared by our tax accountant.  Seconded and Approved.  

Pavlos said we have 913 of our registrants are now playing.  We’ve had 15 players moved from wait lists 

to rosters.  I think our coaches are satisfied.  We are improving our transfers of wait list payments.   The 

people who didn’t pay for their fees this year, I placed it on their registration forms for next year and 

that will be a surprise for them, but good for us. 

Pavlos said 67 percent of the Brown school students are playing soccer.   Our coaches seem happy by 

and large.  

Some discussion ensued as to how to inform parents as to the size of wait lists for various levels. 

Pavlos said we are trying to translate our Web forms into Portuguese and several other languages.  It 

cannot be too difficult to find some people in Somerville who can accomplish such translations. 

Steve Cronin of the Winter Hill School attended the meeting and told the board he’s had a tough time 

getting parents invested in getting kids on board.   Once they’re in, they have a great experience.  But 

getting them in is tough.  Publicizing the league, not through sheets of paper but through posters, 



probably is the best way to build awareness of the Web site.  Face to face contact is great too, but the 

question is in what venue.  It’s frustrating because they are missing a great  opportunity.  

Pavlos said we really need a champion for East Somerville – someone who will encourage kids to show 

up and help with parent support in those first five weeks.  

Steve said the city’s Robo-calling system is easy to use and has huge potential for reaching an enormous 

number of people.   Tood and Pavlos said Winter Hill is the best place to start. 

Johnny M. said we have a few games to reschedule but we have knocked  the number down to seven. 

We are working with the city on scheduling for the fall games.  We are making clear that only the 

referees have the ability to call games in the absence of a city calloff.  

Some discussion ensued as to the conditions under which games are cancelled.  

Moved that the field coordinator and age coordinators  will determine whether in town games will be 

cancelled, at any time on game days, in the absence of city-ordered closure of the fields.  Seconded and 

approved. 

The subject of the Wilmington match with the referee who’s generated a compliant from one our 

coaches arose.  The matter has been forwarded to MYSL.  

Todd said we are participating in the Memorial Day parade.  

Pavlos said we really do need a strong presence at MYSL and Paul strongly supported that assertion.  

Todd, Mike,  Jeff and Lucas volunteered to attend the MYSL meeting on the 14th.  

Paul strongly endorsed Joaquim and Jeff and Pavlos backed that statement up.  Members expressed 

interest in securing him for next year.  

Paul said we plan to have field evaluations  for all U10s and under in the fall.  On the question of location, 

we will determine but it will be doable.  

The board adjourned at 9:15 pm to meet again at the Armory at 7:30 am on June 4 at the annual 

meeting.  

 

 

 

  


